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Step 2: Develop the Plan

2.3

While the Tornado’s visual scale and illuminating presence were driven
by the design team’s intent, HLS was cognizant of its role in solving the
practical challenges of production. Considerations of power, support,
accessibility and service remained HLS’ responsibility. The architect’s
initial concept sketch (2.1) and more detailed sketch shown (2.2)
informed the development of the frame template (2.3), constructed to
hold the sculpture during welding and LED source assembly.

Step 1: Listen. Ask Questions, and Ask Some More Questions:
Conceptual Conversations with the Architect
1.1

Crucial to the initial design of a signature lighting project is listening. Honoring the motivation, purpose and vision will inform the artistic
place in the project. These valuable visual tools allowed the conceptional conversation to develop organically. The image at left (1.1) provided the
impetus, along with additional sketches and scale models that refined HLS’ understanding along the way.
This important step informed both the budget and timetable.

The “Tornado” was envisioned as a work
of art and as an illuminating light fixture
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Next, HLS Developed the Plan

Step 3: In-Shop Fabrication

Once the team was confident of the manufacturing methodology, the inverted frame template was constructed
and assembled at HLS’ manufacturing facility.
HLS developed an approach to cutting the stainless steel “ribbon” that encouraged the metal to twist in the
direction of the desired curve. Multiple stainless strips (3.1) were welded and polished to appear as though they
emerged from intersecting curves. The polished strips were then welded to heavier gauge ellipses that provided
rigidity and created cavities for electrical connections and cable support hardware (3.2). Next, highly flexible topview LED neon linear material was mounted to the strips (3.3) using extremely strong silicone adhesive. Custom cuts
and welds provided a seamless appearance. Inch by inch, the low voltage LED neon was applied to the spiraling
form and carefully secured to strategic nodes with access to cable supports and power.

3.1

Finally, the entire Tornado was assembled in-shop under conditions identical to the final installation site.

3.3
3.2

Step 4: Delivery, Energizing and Final Installation
As detailed and meticulous as the development and manufacturing process had been,
installation proved to be an entirely different challenge. The fixture was one of the last
items installed, which limited facility access.
Suspending gracefully over a stunning spiral staircase, the sculpture (over 12’ high x 8’
wide) required HLS to design and install a hidden support structure above the drywall
ceiling which included an elaborate low voltage wiring array. Drivers were installed
and energized remotely in the adjacent hallway above the upper story ceiling for
service accessibility.

4.1

Anticipating the limited facility access, the Tornado was disassembled to fit through
double-doors, and brought in by hand (4.1). The upper section was secured to the ceiling,
and the lower section was reassembled with custom seamless fittings. After careful
leveling and final testing, the sculpture was powered up (4.2) revealing the architect’s
vision in its full glory (4.3).

The Mission of Halper Lighting Solutions
To reveal the true nature of our clients’ visions through
thoughtful lighting design, fostering better projects
and stronger communities.
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